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Autumn Round Up
DEAR SHOREWATCHERS
After a fantastic summer filled with exciting
sightings and events we have made our way
into autumn. With September’s Big Watch
Weekend we have started to experience those
wild and wet conditions many of our watchers
are all too familiar with! Although winter
watching brings its own challenges, it can also
be very rewarding. Whilst Katie and I were at
Tiumpan over BWW we were able to get a very
close sighting of a group of Risso’s dolphins
despite the wind and cold! It is also the turn of
the season that brings some passing migratory
species to the Scottish coasts such as our
beloved Humpback whales! We are looking
forward to hearing about such sightings in
the weeks and months to come and are now
equipped with even more understanding of their
behaviours after Conor Ryan’s insightful talk at
the Scottish Dolphin Centre. Conor’s talk has
been summarized in the newsletter for anyone
who didn’t get the opportunity to attend.
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Over the last
few weeks
and months
there have
been fantastic
efforts made
by some of our
shorewatchers
in campaigning for
the conservation of the marine

environment! Our marine environment is in
a fragile and depleted state, and efforts to
protect and enhance it for our benefit and
the benefit of all marine life are extremely
important. We would like to congratulate
Finlay, Ella, Rachel, and Geoff Pringle and
Steve Truluck for representing Shorewatch
at the Peoples Walk for Wildlife. Also
congratulations to Janet Marshall for talking
at the Hebridean International Film Festival,
discussing whales and dolphins in the
Hebrides and the plastic problem. And a big
thank-you to Monika Carrie and Walter Innes
for monitoring the ongoing development at
Aberdeen Harbour!
“IF YOU WANT TO
BUILD A SHIP, DON’T DRUM
UP PEOPLE TO COLLECT WOOD AND
DON’T ASSIGN THEM TASKS AND WORK,
BUT RATHER TEACH THEM TO LONG FOR THE
ENDLESS IMMENSITY OF THE SEA”

– Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Shorewatch is lucky to have many enthusiastic
and dedicated people campaigning for a better
marine environment. We would like to celebrate
all that shorewatchers do - from campaigning,
to manning WDC stalls, to steadfastly collecting
data and introducing new people to the project –
and what better way than with data!
As always, Happy Watching!

Marine Headlines
Beluga whale spotted in the Thames estuary.
A Beluga has been spotted in the Thames estuary, not far from
London. The animal, normally found in Arctic waters, has spent
almost a month in the Thames, sparking concerns over the individual’s
welfare. Local authorities have even postponed fireworks displays to
reduce distarbance to the recently named ‘Benny the Beluga’.
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People’s walk for Wildlife
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Thousands of people marched to Whitehall on 23/09/18 to demand the
government invests in wildlife-friendly policies and swiftly reverses the
decline of British ecosystems, as outlined in ‘The People’s Manifesto
for Wildlife’ spearheaded by Chris Packham. The manifesto outlines
policies directed at the marine environment including the creation of
marine reserves and the banning of scallop dredging as well as reformations to quotas. We hope that these ambitious policies are taken
seriously and initiated.

Win for Whales! IWC maintains ban on commercial whaling
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An attempt to overturn the decades-old global ban on commercial
whaling has failed, to the relief of conservationists. A further small
victory was announced also: The ‘Florianopolis declaration’ was
brought forward by the host country Brazil. The Declaration highlights
the key role of the IWC as a conservation body, the importance of
whales for healthy oceans and the lack of need for lethal whale research
and commercial whaling. It is the logical move and an important step
in the right direction: This new Declaration aims to transform the IWC
away from being a body that regulates whaling to one that conserves
and protects whale populations.

BWW September Review
Congratulations
Shorewatch Winners!
Colin Graham and Graham
Kidd for most watches!
Nigel Gunton for his
binocular cake
Gerry Beasley earliest
watch

Species Break-Down
Bottlenose Dolphin
Cullen
Macduff, Gellymill
Spey Bay, Scottish Dolphin Centre
Common seal (Harbour seal)
Spey Bay, Scottish Dolphin Centre
Dolphin (unidentified)
Tiumpan Head B (East/South)
Harbour Porpoise
Rhue Lighthouse, Ullapool
Rodel, Harris
Torry Battery, Aberdeen
Minke whale & Risso’s dolphin
Tiumpan Head A (West/North)
Tiumpan Head B (East/South)

Seal (unidentified)
Armadale Pier, Skye
Chanonry Point
Spey Bay, Scottish Dolphin Centre
Whale (unidentified baleen)
Tiumpan Head A (West/North)
Grey seal
Cullen
Fort George (overlooking Chanonry
Point)
Spey Bay, Scottish Dolphin Centre

Bottlenose dolphin
Harbour porpoise
Minke whale
Risso's dolphin
Unidentified dolphin
Unidentified whale
Common seal
Grey seal
Unidentified seal
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BWW
Through
the Years
BWW
Review
Thank-you to all of our Superb Shorewatchers!

We had a challenging BWW September with high winds and lots of rain. My memory
of the weekend was a lot of hiding in warm, dry places and darting out to attempt
a Shorewatch. All I can say is thank goodness for cake! Most sites managed 1-3
watches a day with at least 1 sighting.
Despite the weather many of you still got involved thank you! 18 sites sent in data,
35 folk took part with 10 sightings and 4 species recorded.

Team Rodal 12 watches,
porpoise sightings and
lots of cake

Team St John’s Point
15 watches all done by
Colin

Team Spey Bay 25
watches and Jack did 10
of those

Team Cullen
17 watches
15 done by
Graham

Team Tiumpan, stormy
skies, rainbows, 19
watched over two sites.
Steve did 12 watches!
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Team North Kessock
25 watches.

Team Kinghorn
celebrated the opening of
their new site

164

Watches over
BWW!
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Team Aberdeen 10
watches
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A world where every whale and dolphin is safe and free

Game of Thrones meets
whale watching!
In May this year we ran a sweepstake through Prizeo where people had
the chance to donate to be in with a chance of winning the grand
prize – a trip to Iceland with Jerome Flynn to go whale watching
and check out some Game of Thrones set locations!
We took the lucky winner Sandrine, and her partner Sebastien,
to Iceland on Sunday 3rd June to begin their adventure
with Jerome around the Snaefellsnes peninsula on the west
coast. We started with a tour of the national park, including the
fishing villages of Hellnar and Arnastapi and their incredible rock
formations, Ytri Tunga beach where we saw lots of seals lazing on the
rocks and the stunning Berserkjahraun lava fields! That afternoon we visited
Kirkjufell Mountain which Game of Thrones fans will recognize from season
7 of the series.
We had heard from staff at the hotel that there was the possibility
of seeing whales along the coastline near where we were
staying, and sure enough that evening while having dinner in the
restaurant we saw 2 orcas swimming by!
On day 2, we took Sandrine, Sebastien and Jerome to the harbour
at Olafsvik for a 3 hour whale watching trip. Two and a half hours in
and we’d almost given up hope of spotting anything, but were thrilled to
finally see a pod of sperm whales nearby.
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Then, just as our trip was due to end we found ourselves surrounded by
at least 5 orcas including a mother and calf, who circled around our
boat for up to 15 minutes. What a perfect way to end the trip!
Thanks to Jerome, WDC were able to raise over £30,000 from
this campaign to support our work!

What we know about
Humback Whales
The Scottish Dolphin Centre hosted a talk by
Connor Ryan in September. This is a summary for
those who were unable to attend in person.
This photo is of an operational
whaling station in the
Isle of Harris, taken in
early 1950. It wasn’t so
long ago that we were
having a huge impact
on whale populations
(including humpbacks) by
using systematic hunts in
Scotland. There is still a living
memory of this and many are very
proud of their whaling heritage. Although it is easy to
be quick to judge about this we must not forget that our
society and the economies of the western world were
built on whale oil. Catch data from these whaling stations
in the early 1900’s show striking differences between
the numbers of species caught. In Shetland alone they
caught over 4,356 Fin whales in the course of 26 years,
but only 51 Humpbacks. Similar trends were seen across
the stations of the UK. In the Outer Hebrides 1,492 fin
whales were caught and only 19 Humpbacks in the same
26 year period. This shows that even at this time in the
early 1900’s Humpbacks were rare, whalers would not
have passed up the opportunity to catch humpbacks as
they are an easy target and the yield is quite high. It was
not that whalers were disinterested but that even by that
point, there were very few left.
The ecology of humpback whales
Humpback whales are particularly interested in shallow
shelf seas, particularly those that are a bit offshore,
where upwellings create predictable fish populations.
Newfoundland, and Nova Scotia are consequently hot
spots and humpbacks stick quite rigidly to those areas.
Tagging data shows that they go directly between feeding
and breading grounds. They don’t stray more than
200km from their feeding grounds once they reach them,
but they will stop and ‘snack’ on the way which is likely
what is happening in Scotland. Shelf seas around Iceland
host about half of the North Atlantic humpback whale
populations here in summer.

Considering that the coastal waters around the UK and
Ireland represent a similar ecosystem (shallow shelf
seas, at similar latitude with lots of forage fishes) it is
perhaps surprising that we don’t have an established
population of Humpbacks feeding here. This may be
due to lower concentrations of target fish species in
UK coastal waters, although this has not yet been
established.
Globally for humpback whales they exhibit a seasonal
opposition. When whales from Antarctica are in their
breeding grounds arctic whales are in their feeding
grounds, and they swap out dependant on
©WDC
seasons. Cape Verde has humpbacks
all year round, but they exhibit
different calls. The reason
we know so much about
Humpback culture and
society is because
they lift their tail
flukes and we can
individually ID.
Currently we believe
that there are two
breeding grounds one
in the West Indies and one
in Cape Verde. They overlap in the
feeding grounds but separate in the breeding grounds.
The Cape Verde humpbacks arrive later to their breeding
grounds than the West Indies breeding population. The
two groups consequently have significantly different DNA
despite sharing feeding grounds. Conor studied Cape
Verde groups of humpbacks but didn’t find any match to
the Humpback’s which visit Ireland. There has been no
match found between any of the breeding populations
and the Irish groups. The data suggests that there must
be a third breeding ground somewhere else. One theory
is that there is a breeding ground along the West coast
of Africa. These areas have the appropriate conditions
for breeding humpbacks and whaling records show
that whalers visited these waters frequently. However,
conducting research in these waters is particularly hard
to do due to political conditions in Western Africa.

What about Humpbacks in Scotland?
Looking at trends over the years we can see that sighting people to invest in changing their gear, then we need to
have the solution. When considering entanglement it is
reports have increased. This is due to the increased
important that we put it into context in its brutality. When
convenience of reporting and increased knowledge and
it comes to whaling or bycatch the whale or dolphin
awareness. However, looking at seasonal trends we see
will likely suffer for perhaps 20 -30 minutes however,
that there are low numbers of sightings in March, April
a creature entangled in gear can suffer for a number of
and May, even though we would expect there to be lots
of watchers (this is when animals will be in their breeding years and be more prone to infection.
grounds). We see peaks in January, Feb time and also a
So are humpbacks recovering in Scotland?
few in and also in late summer (July and August) during
south bound and north bound migrations.
The data is inconclusive. For instance, it is possible
Track lines of humpback whales tagged in Tromsfjord
North of Norway show that Scotland is an important part that the sightings of humpbacks are a reaction to a
lack of food elsewhere and that we have an
of the humpback picture. Humpback’s offshore
increase in sightings in inshore Scottish
for most part going through this migratory
waters but a drop in occurrence of
corridor and some seem to stop and
humpbacks offshore. Perhaps they
feed around Scotland.
ONE PRACTICAL
are being forced in to hunt due to
STEP TO RE-ESTABLISH
food shortage offshore. We need
Interestingly, most of the sightings
HUMPBACK
WHALES
IN
to be cautious as there is no sign
in Scotland are of individuals or
SCOTLAND WOULD BE TO
that there is recovery, and we need
of pairs. Whereas in places like
Nova Scotia it is most usual to see
PROTECT AND CONSERVE to be careful in promoting recovery
otherwise we reduce the funding for
humpbacks in groups of up to 20+
OUR SHOALING FISH
research into humpback conservation.
animals co-operating. This is significant
Future
work needs to understand more
as Humpbacks prefer to feed in big groups
about what the whales are eating while
as it allows them to feed more efficiently.
they are in Scotland, what behaviour leads
Because of this there is a problem of critical
to
entanglement
and understanding where the mystery
mass with feeding grounds. For instance if Scotland
breeding ground is. Importantly more Photo ID will allow
was a major feeding ground and it was lost as a result
us to understand these animals to a greater degree.
of whaling it may never be re-established. If there are no
other whales feeding then individuals will be reluctant to
feed there. How we overcome that is a significant issue,
one practical step would be to protect and conserve
Conor Ryan is a cetacean conservation biologist and
our shoaling fish. When thinking about fish stocks it is
ecologist, and has recently spent time on a research
crucial to consider proportions. Their feeding method is
vessel called Song of
very energetically costly so when they eat they need it to
the Whale doing surveys
be extremely abundant.

“

”

Another major threat for Humpbacks in Scotland is creel
fishing. Entanglement of humpbacks is an extremely
common problem. In a recent study Conor found that
7.5% of sightings recorded (across charities such
as WDC, HWDT, Sea Watch Foundation etc.) were
entanglement cases, of which 25% were fatal. This is
obviously very upsetting for creel fishermen, it is the last
thing they imagine when setting their nets. Humpbacks
do seem to be prone to entanglement in static gear. We
don’t know what behaviour it is that makes this more
likely but if we could understand the behaviour which
leads to this entanglement then we would be more able
to adapt the gear. For example perhaps the humpbacks
are seeking them out because they feel good to scratch
themselves on, or perhaps their long pectoral fins make
them more susceptible to entanglement. If we want

and pioneering non-invasive techniques such as
passive acoustic monitoring and environmental DNA.

Focus on volunteers
“

I moved to Rosemarkie in 1995 with my husband. I

absolutely love our life here by the sea. Our sons have both moved
away and are at Uni in Glasgow. My background is in nursing,
specialising in palliative care, but I have worked for the University
of Aberdeen for the past 17 years as a researcher in remote and
rural healthcare research. I work part time there and I also teach
courses in Mindfulness for Health and Stress. I love long distance
walking and have walked many of the paths in Scotland but also
walked the Pilgrim Road to Santiago (the Camino), the Inca Trail
in Peru and the Overland Trail in Tasmania. I am also a Buddhist,
training for Ordination with the worldwide ‘Triratna Buddhist
Community’; there is a centre in Inverness. Always happy to
be asked about this! Finally, I’ve just trained as a medic with
BDMLR and had my first call out to the Minke Whale at Ardisier;
love being part of what they are doing too. So many good
people in the world.

”

GERRY BEASLEY

Started shorewatching: I started Shorewatching in 2014, so not long ago. I remember seeing the poster and being
really excited. I haven’t been able to ‘watch’ as much as I’d like but reassure myself that’s it much better than not
doing any!!
Why? My interest in Shorewatch goes back to the late 1980’s when I lived in Bath in England. I answered an advert
for volunteers to join this completely new organisation called the Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society. It began
in Sean and Margaret Whyte’s spare room and I was the first volunteer they took on!! I went on to work for WDCS
and had a few adventures on the way. I went on ‘tour’ around the UK with Sam la Budde, who was the eco warrior
who stowed away on a Tuna fishing boat and got camera footage of dolphins being caught in tuna fishing nets. This
footage contributed significantly to the introduction of ‘dolphin-friendly’ tuna caught using pole and line methods.
So, predominantly, it was the wish to contribute to Whale & Dolphin conservation that got me interested but I get a
real kick out of coming back to something that I started more than 30 years ago and still feel passionate about.
What Site do you watch from? Chanonry Point
Favourite thing about shorewatch? My favourite thing about Shorewatch is being part of something that I feel
passionate about with a load of other people who feel passionate about it too and doing something really worthwhile
both individually and collectively.
Favourite cetacean? I don’t have a favourite cetacean but I’d dearly love to see a Blue Whale.
Number of shorewatches to date: 118

“

I originally come from Lithuania, but since coming here
6 years ago I fell in love with Scotland’s nature and its
heritage. Now you can find me at Fort George where I
work sharing my knowledge and passion for Scotland’s
history and informing public about WDC and shorewatch
network.

”

EGLE TAMULYTE

Started shorewatching: April, 2018
Why? Love for all things nature!
What site do you watch from? Fort George
Favourite thing about shorewatch? Chatting with
enthusiastic people at the watch site and watching
dolphins play.
Favourite cetacean? Bottlenose Dolphin
Number of shorewatches to date: 41

Hellos and Goodbyes!
Hello to new sites!
Katie has been busy this year setting up two new shorewatch sites, one in Kinghorn in
Fife (the cover of this newsletter is of the view from Kinghorn’s site.)
There is also a new site up in Melness, feel free to check out these new
sites if you are in the area, and let us know what you see!

“So excited to have an official Shorewatch site in
Melness. We have a varied coastline with rocky
skerries, islands, cliffs and sandy beaches . On
clear days the viewing is out to Strathy and Orkney. In the recent past we have seen Orca , Minke
, Dolphins and the more regular visitor....Harbour
Porpoise.
If anyone makes a trip up here , please call in at
210 for a brew and cake and I can show you where
the kit is. It would be lovely to see anyone” Nadine

Goodbye from Jen!
I have come to the end of a fabulous 8 months in Spey Bay, and I am
very sorry to say goodbye. Meeting wonderful volunteers and seeing
beautiful parts of the Scottish coast with you has been fantastic and a
truly humbling experience. I have learned a lot from you all and hope to
go forward with all these experiences into something new. Thank you to
everyone for your hospitality, enthusiasm and generosity. I hope wherever I am
next it is close to a shorewatch site!

			

Thanks for everything and Happy Watching!

©Nadine Aikam, WDC

Pick of the Pics
Celebrating Shorewatchers!!

There is one thing for sure Shorewatch volunteers are awesome! Every day I am inspired and
impressed by your commitment to protecting cetaceans and your enthusiasm to take action to
promote change. Not only do you all do loads of Shorewatching, but time and time again Shorewatchers have gone above and beyond their Shorewatch duties and got involved in all manner of
activities to inspire and educate others. Thanks everyone it has been a great year!
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Changing attitudes
Whether it be talking to folks at your Shorewatch
site, writing to your MSP, signing a petition,going to
parliament, monitoring and reporting threats to
Supporting others and sharing knowledge
cetaceans,
so many of you are actively protecting
The list is too long to name everyone who supports new volunteers
cetaceans and changing attitudes and behaviours of
to get involved in Shorewatch, but your support is
others
hugely important and appreciated
©Pippa Stevens, WDC, Steve Truluck, Pippa Steven, Mario Tain, Sue Harding Macdonald, Monika Carrie

Calendar
We have incredible Shorewatch
volunteers!
So many of you find the time in your busy lives
to conduct regular
Shorewatches and send us so much data.
We appreciate any amount of watching you can
do, it all goes towards ensuring a world where
every whale and dolphin is safe and free!
Thank you for your effort
The list is to long to name everyone who
regularly collects data, but here are just a
few of the watchers who regularly send us
huge amounts of data.
Thank you!
Steve Dodd | Tiumpan | 225 watches this year
Janet Marshal | Tiumpan | 165 watches this year
Graham Kidd | Cullen | 324 watches this year
Colin Graham | St John’s Point | 244 Watches this year
Ian Williams | Macduff | 580 watches this year
Walter Innes | Torry | 142 watches this year
Monika Carrie | Torry | 232 watches this year
Simon Henwood | Spey Bay | 465 watches this year
David Shaw | Fort George | 335 watches this year
Stephen Twitchett | Rhue Lighthouse | 155 watches
this year
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Calendar
Shorewatch Christmas Social

8
Dec

Join us for some festive Shorewatch
cheer! Fort George watching (10.30)
followed by lunch
Where: The Kitchen, Inverness
When: 12:30pm

Webinar with Phillipa Brakes

30
Jan

This webinar from Phillipa will
be discussing Whale Culture and
Conservation. Join us online to hear
about the fascinating lives of whales and
dolphins!

Webinar with Ellie Maclennan

12

Ellie MacLennan is the Founder of the
Scottish Entanglement Alliance and will
be discussing her work with us!

Dec
Orca Week

22-26
May

Shorewatch is heading up to Duncansby
Head for Orca Week, for Shorewatching,
sightings and fun!
Where: John O Groats
When: 22nd - 26th May 2019

Tiumpan Field Trip

6
July

We’re heading to the Outer Hebrides for
a week of watching at Tiumpan. Join
us and hopefully see some exciting
cetaceans!
When:6th July -13th July 2019

Get in touch
for more details and to sign up
to any of the events

© Paul Nicklen

